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Getting to us by car 

By Car – From Podgorica Airport 

You can navigate from Podgorica to Tivat by following signs to: Cetinje, Budva and then Tivat.  

From this direction, Tivat airport will be on your left hand side.  Follow directions as in the 

section below.  

By Car – From Tivat Airport 

Turn left out of the airport and continue straight.  You will pass through the town of Tivat itself 

(some 4kms from the airport) following signs to Herceg Novi.  A further 4-5kms on, there is a 

‘trajekt’ or car ferry that takes you across the bay to save the long drive around.  It’s signposted 

and there are road markings that direct you off left into the ferry queue.   

You need to buy a ticket before you board the ferry (current cost: €4.50 for a car).  Once off the 

ferry, turn left and keep going straight, heading towards and through Herceg Novi. Follow 

directions as in the section below.  

By Car - From Herceg Novi 

Take the only road out of Herceg Novi heading towards the Debeli Brijeg border crossing in the 

direction of Dubrovnik.    Immediately before the border, you will see a road off to the right, 

signposted ‘Prijevor’.  Take this road - it runs parallel to the border crossing road.  Now follow 

text in italics in the section below! 

By Car – From Dubrovnik Airport 

It’s a straight road from Dubrovnik Airport in Croatia to the Montenegrin border (Debeli Brijeg).  

You turn left out of the airport and keep going! There are two border crossing checkpoints. 

You first have to go through the Croatian border and then there is another border crossing a 

few kms down the road to enter Montenegro.  

The turning to Camp Full Monte is immediately on your left as you drive away from the 

Montenegro customs checkpoint. It is signposted to ‘Prijevor’ and is easy to miss. If you pass a 

‘LUK Oil’ petrol station on your left after crossing the Montenegro border then you have missed 

our turning - so turn around and head back to the border checkpoint and look out for the 

‘Prijevor’ signposted road which will now be on your right.  
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Once on the Prijevor road you will feel as if you are going back on yourself as you drive 

alongside the border you have just crossed! 

Within about 0.5km you will see an old wooden ship on the right hand side.  Just after this 

wooden boat there is a road that leads up and off to the right, signposted to Prijevor.  Take this 

road. You stay on this road with its many hairpins (some less gentle than others!) going ever 

upward.  There are no proper roads off this main route for 2.5 km so you can’t get lost. 

Eventually you come to a large open turning area in front of what looks like a small village 

school building. Take the road signposted to the village of Malta. It’s a smaller, rougher track 

that might lead you to think “this can’t be right” but it is! 

Within 0.5km you will see an Eko Kamp sign & palm leaf fence on your left hand side – you’ve 

arrived!  Park parallel to the fence and come to the lower gate where the Camp Full Monte sign 

is and ring the bell.  

 

 

 


